
 

 

Book The Troll
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Themes Food

Cooking

alternative fairy tales

Troll

Pirates

English Describe what a troll looks like from a picture

Where do you think the troll came from?

How many pirates were there in the story? What were they called?

Make yourself a pirate name?

Can you find other words used to say 'walking' (synonyms)?

Retell a part of the story in your own words or read a page from the 

book.

Act out some pages of the book

Write a recipe for the trolls cookery book, what would be the main 

ingredient?

Can you persuade the pirates not to make the Troll walk the plank? 

Phonics Find letters on the page  

Troll initial sound game 

Say specific letter from words 

Find the rhyming words 

Make up some extra rhyming words 

Can you find every letter in the alphabet in the book?



 

 

Maths Count how many characters there are in the book?

How heavy do you think the troll was?

What was heavier? The gold or the Troll?

Hide some treasure and give someone some clues on how to find it.

ICT Record yourself reading a page in the book or even the whole story.

Can you draw a troll in an art package on the computer?

Research the shapes of bridges? Can you make one?

Find some pirate songs.

Find a picture of a spider, a mouse and a rabbit.

Make a cookery book.

PSHE Talk about a healthy diet.

Find out what nutrients are in fish.

Food tech Find some recipes that contain fish.

Try cooking one of the recipes

Make sure you smell the fish!

Science Plan a healthy meal for the troll

What animal made the hoof prints on the beach?

What other animals have hooves? Do the hoof prints all look the 

same?

Can you build a bridge?

Art Make a treasure chest

Make a treasure map

Design a flag for a pirate ship.

Draw/colour a pirate ship

PE Walk on a beach

Walk the plank

Dig for treasure



 

 


